
 

KW – Trio Punches 

Today’s product review is a short one. 

I have a few corner-rounder punches of various sizes.  Those are working very well.  

However, I always search for them. And seeing that it is one size on a punch, I often ended 

up using the one which is on my desk, rather than the one that would have looked better. 

Then I temporarily lost some of my corner-rounder punches (yes you guessed it, it was 

misplaced and surfaced recently). So, I needed a corner-rounder punch for various craft 

projects. 

I saw someone on YouTube or TikTok or something, use this, and went looking for it. After a 

bit of searching, I found it and went ahead to get the blue KW-trio corner-rounder punch 

first.  It has three different and exceptionally convenient sizes to use. What makes this so 

convenient is that it has all three sizes on one punch.  So it saves space and prevents clutter, 

as well as giving you the opportunity to use a different size corner-rounder without any 

hassle. Totally in love with this little corner-rounder punch. So much so, that I then bought 

the yellow one, which is the same with three different sizes, but a different shape. Cutting 

the corners diagonally. Again, with the three different sizes. 

I did not stop there and then went ahead and got the purple one, which has the beautiful 

ticket punch which makes tickets a breeze as it is so easy to punch the corners.  The only 

snag is you can not use the ticket corner punch for punching the straight side on the tickets 

(obviously not because it only works on corners, believe me, I tried, ha-ha!). 

All in all, these punches have been used over and over the last couple of months and are 

always available on my desk. So, quick to grab and use on journal cards or tags or various 

pockets and tuck spots. Even as a decorative corner punch on pages.  Well worth the effort 

in procuring them.  And definitely my go-to punches for making most journal embellishments. 


